Side-chain flexibility in proteins upon ligand binding.
Ligand binding may involve a wide range of structural changes in the receptor protein, from hinge movement of entire domains to small side-chain rearrangements in the binding pocket residues. The analysis of side chain flexibility gives insights valuable to improve docking algorithms and can provide an index of amino-acid side-chain flexibility potentially useful in molecular biology and protein engineering studies. In this study we analyzed side-chain rearrangements upon ligand binding. We constructed two non-redundant databases (980 and 353 entries) of "paired" protein structures in complexed (holo-protein) and uncomplexed (apo-protein) forms from the PDB macromolecular structural database. The number and identity of binding pocket residues that undergo side-chain conformational changes were determined. We show that, in general, only a small number of residues in the pocket undergo such changes (e.g., approximately 85% of cases show changes in three residues or less). The flexibility scale has the following order: Lys > Arg, Gln, Met > Glu, Ile, Leu > Asn, Thr, Val, Tyr, Ser, His, Asp > Cys, Trp, Phe; thus, Lys side chains in binding pockets flex 25 times more often then do the Phe side chains. Normalizing for the number of flexible dihedral bonds in each amino acid attenuates the scale somewhat, however, the clear trend of large, polar amino acids being more flexible in the pocket than aromatic ones remains. We found no correlation between backbone movement of a residue upon ligand binding and the flexibility of its side chain. These results are relevant to 1. Reduction of search space in docking algorithms by inclusion of side-chain flexibility for a limited number of binding pocket residues; and 2. Utilization of the amino acid flexibility scale in protein engineering studies to alter the flexibility of binding pockets.